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Abstract
Pose estimation plays an important part in action recognition and behavior analysis. We
present a novel graph compressive sensing model for pose estimation in 2D skeleton.
Graph networks are designed for human pose features and movement of action with
spatial information. Compressive sensing layer is incorporated into the framework of
graph networks with pose sparsity in frames. The network layers parameters are
compressively weighted. Pose prior emphasizes skeleton features learning for graph
compressive sensing. Our model is simple and lightweight networks, appropriate for
mobile and embedded machines. Experiment results show that the proposed networks
effectively estimate pose in videos and outperform state-of-the-art methods.
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1. Introduction
Pose estimation presents a unique challenge in images and videos, which is closely to action
recognition, video surveillance and autonomous vehicles [1, 2]. Due to the articulated motion of
human parts, there are still difficulties for estimating pose and recognize complicated action in real
scene. The diversity of human pose is complex for entire components of body and the local detail
variety of limbs. It is difficult for appearance model to estimate the likelihood of parts of human
candidate. The search strategy need overcome rotation, scaling, deformation, occlusion and viewpoint
varying to find the most likely limbs and joints location [3].
Deep convolutional neural networks have achieved great success in many vision tasks, such as largescale image classification [4]. High performance neural networks are prone to deeper and more
complicated. Compressed networks are appropriate to estimate pose of huge videos in real world
scene, especially for embedded and mobile applications.
In the paper, we present an efficient model for pose estimation, which is based on graph architecture
with compressive sensing for reducing complexity and computation of networks. The graph networks
generalize representation of different parts for pose in frame. Sparse compressive sensing mechanism
is incorporated to decrease the number of parameters of weight with human pose graph structure as
prior. The weight proportion of the compressed features related to pose is increased to improve
efficiency of model to avoid overfitting.

2. Related Works
Pose estimation is typically non-rigid object features problem with implicit correlation ship of spatial
information between joints and limbs. Conventional networks for pose estimation are based on
handcrafted feature descriptor for human appearance, which samples dense tracking points with
corner extraction, optical flow and background noise, such as HOG [5]. Tree structure model
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expresses human body with a hierarchical tree structure [6]. The features are especially hand-crafted
and depend a hypothesis of appearance consistency. It is difficult to distinguish features vectors
extracting from the intra-class pose of different body. [7] proposed a graphical model with a deep
architecture, which parameters are learned jointly with the network. The generalization performance
of model is mostly dependent on complexity of features, which depend on a priori hypothesis of
various appearance.
Convolutional neural networks have been widely used to obtain primary local features of human body
[1]. Deep networks approach to articulated human pose recognition improves the representation over
a combination of global observations on human body and spatial relationship of different parts. Graph
convolutional networks propose graph topology to combine parts as vertexes and edges [8, 9]. Graph
methods learn structural features and dependences on pose estimation for high accuracy. Hierarchical
graph model extends GNNs to representation and presents soft cluster assignment of nodes in more
complicated layers [10]. All the methods are prone to deeper layer depth and complicated topology
relationship of human parts.
Compressive sensing is a novel method to recover signals with sparsely sampling and few
measurements [11]. For improving the trade-off between networks parameters and training accuracy,
deep neural networks derive compressive sensing into model. ISTA is proposed to model deep
networks with sparse orthogonal basis and the thresholds [12]. XU introduced quantized compressed
sensing scheme to DNN [13]. Zarka established a compressed sensing architecture with layerwise
learning to handle weight estimation [14]. We prove that pose estimation networks combined the
priority of human parts with graph structure and compressive sensing method, which reduce the
computation of inference compared to state-of-the art methods with higher accuracy.

3. Graph Sparse Model
In the paper, graph sparse model is proposed based on compressive sensing for pose estimation.
Human pose is regarded as the combination of joints and parts rather than convolutional features
extracted directly from images, which require deep layers and a large number of weight parameters.
Convolutional pose machines inherit the implicit learning of long-range dependencies between image
and multi-part cues [1], which directly optimize global target of the entire network. The task of
articulated pose estimation is closely related to human visual understanding. One pose can be
represented by one posture from a still image, while others maybe be represented by continuous
postures in framewise order. We present the hierarchical graph networks for online pose estimation,
which layers are compressed with spare weights.
The graph sparse architecture is shown in Figure 1. The sequence data are fed frame by frame into
model, in which there are two channels from frames graph to joints graph. fi is key frame pose as
node of graph framewise. Each channel is the proposed depth-L layers with a pair of convolution
layer and compressive sensing layer. First channel is embedded with human joints skeleton, which is
feedforward activations marked on human parts and feedback targets marked on the second channel.
Second channel is sub-graph structure of frames focused on the same parts of relationship from
continuous frames.
3.1 Graph Structure
Each fi consists of human frame graph Gi(Vi, Ei), i=0,…,n. n is the number of frame. The sub graph
Pj(Vj, Ej) , j=0,…,m. m is the number of parts. The adjacency matrix is A∈{0, 1}M×M. The nodes
feature matrix is X∈RM×C. M is number of joints; C is the number of pose compressed features. The
frame message passing of sub-graph layer is shown as (1). Wl is the parameters measurement matrix
with orthogonal basis. σ is the activation function. The hierarchical graph G is shown as (2), which
consists of i number Gi and Pj.
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Figure 1. Framework of graph sparse model
= 𝜎 𝐶 𝐴𝐶 𝐻 𝑊

(1)

𝐺 = {(𝐺 , 𝑃 ), (𝐺 , 𝑃 ), (𝐺 , 𝑃 )}

(2)

𝐻

The high-level graph is composed of the underlying graph embedding as hierarchical layers. The
assignment matrix of sub-level layer is S∈RM×M in (3) to compute in next layer Al+1 in (4). The
graph sparse model (GSM) gains embedding of joints-graph, then another GSM layer on the posegraph with learned embedding for final output representation, as shown in (5).
𝑆 = 𝑆𝑜𝑓𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝐺(𝐴 , 𝑋 ))
𝐴

=𝑆 𝐴𝑆

𝑌 = 𝐺𝑆𝑀(𝐴 , 𝐺 )

(3)
(4)
(5)

3.2 Compressive Sensing Layers
Compressive sensing layer is one of CNN and CS pairs, which allow each element of a tensor to
interact with each sparse layer. It is combined into frame-graph and joints-graph structure, which
decreases the computation cost due to sparse network parameters. The layerwise method conducts to
learn the whole networks by layer and analyze the networks in layer level. The framework of
compressive sensing layers is shown in Figure 2.
Compressive sensing layers consider a convolution neural network with L layers. Each layer consists
of two sublayers {Convl, CSl}. CS layer uses separate memory cells to track the hidden state of
sequences and controls long time information updating. The model state is ht as shown in (6).
ℎ = 𝑂 ⨀tanh(𝑐 )

(6)

Ot is a linear interpolation between previous state ht-1 and input vector xt as output gate in (7). ct is
final memory cell depends on previous final memory ct-1, CS ft in (8) and new output in (9).
ℎ =𝑤𝑥 +𝑢 ℎ
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𝑓 = 𝜎(𝑊 𝑥 + 𝑈 ℎ

(8)

)

𝑐 = 𝑅𝑒𝐿𝑈(𝑊 𝑥 + 𝑈 ℎ

)

(9)

(7) is substituted by the update rules (8), yielding pose estimation
𝑝 = 𝑐 (𝐼 − 𝑊)𝑢

+ 𝑊𝑝

(10)

Where:
𝑊 = 𝛼𝛷(𝐴 𝐴 + 𝛾𝛷 𝛷) 𝛷

(11)

The trainable parameters are the entries of Φ in a parameterization with compressive sensing. We
denote the concatenation of L such layers. The functions of compressive sensing layers can implement.
Given the class and a set 𝑆 = {(𝑦 , 𝑥 )}
of s training samples. Graph compressive sensing yields
a decoder hS that aims at reconstructing pose from image sequence, in which compressive information
c21 at time t-1 is also embedded into next pose pt.

Figure 2. Compressive sensing layers

4. Experiments
We evaluate the proposed model on video datasets UCF and HMDB instead of image dataset. The
video of dataset is divided into small clips by segments for pose estimation. The action is regard as
the combination of multiple pose annotations. We conduct qualitative and quantitative analysis as
follows.
The results of pose estimation in videos are as shown in Figure 3. There are three examples, which
labels are “Shutup”, “TaiChi” and “WalkingWithDog”. The pose is estimated at each row shown with
human skeleton. The method is real time for pose estimation based on video.
Under training and testing, the model has better performance of generalization ability and weak overfitting. The accuracy curve and loss curve of sample data are shown in Figure 4. The orange line is
accuracy curve. The blue line is loss curve at epoch. The accuracy of samples is up to 0.94.
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We compare our method in the paper with state-of-the-art models on UCF101. The experiments are
built on Nvidia P5000 GPUs. The average precisions for three methods are shown in Table 1. Our
method outperforms state-of-the-art method, such as MRSA [15], Mask R-CNN [16] with higher AP
value and low runtime.

(a) Shotup

(b) TaiChi

(c) WalkingWithDog
Figure 3. Pose estimation for video dataset

Figure 4. Accuracy and loss curve of samples
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5. Conclusion
We conduct a graph compressive sensing model for pose estimation at real time. Hierarchical graph
networks are designed to extract pose features and dependency on continuous frames. The
compressive sensing layers with frame and joints are embedded into the graph networks. The pose
estimation labels are online updated by frame and frame. The human pose is dynamical weighted
with sparse features learning for human 2D skeleton estimation. Our method realizes better AP and
low overfit compared with state-of-the-art methods. Pose estimation is not only relevant to human
features of appearance, but also human-scene interaction including background context, which is our
concern in the next research for pose analysis.
Table 1. Three methods comparing for AP
Method

AP

AP50

AP75

APM

APL

MRSA

76.3

91.4

84

72.5

83.1

Mask R-CNN

69.3

90.1

77.6

64

76.3

Our Method

77.5

93

83.2

75.2

83.2
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